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NOTE: When the instruction says rotate the mount in RA direction, it means you need to HOLD the mount head, fully disengage the
Gear Switch, rotate the mount head, and engage the Gear Switch.
Replace Main Control Board

Remove 4 screws that hold the main board in place.
Remove two screws that hold the main control board.

Disconnect the 4 wire cable that connected to the main board
and RA control board.
Disconnect three cables that connected to GPS (bottom 3‐
wire one), Serial (RS232) Port (top 3‐wire one) and Guide Port
(6‐wire one).
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Replace DEC Board

Remove three screws that secure the circuit board.
Rotate the mount head to the side. Remove two screws on
the DEC board case. Rotate the mount head 180⁰ to the other
side and remove the remaining two hexhead screws.

Unplug the Polar Scope LED reticle from the DEC board. You
may use a pair of fine tweezers to separate the plug.
Carefully separate the DEC board case.

Replace the new DEC board. Make sure the cable plug is
flushed with the case.
Unplug the DEC motor control cable from the socket on the
circuit board and separate the DEC board case from the
mount.
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Plug in the DEC motor control cable first.

Place the DEC board case cross over the DEC axle. Align two
position sensors to the openings on the DEC worm wheel
case and place the DEC board case against the DEC worm
wheel case.

Secure the DEC board case.
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Replace the R.A. Board of a CEM60‐EC Mount

Unplug the high precision encoder cable.
Remove four screws that hold the RA board case.

Replace the RA control circuit board.
Separate the RA board case from the RA worm wheel case.
Unplug the motor control cable.

Slide the RA board case with the new board over the RA axle.
Unplug the main board connecting cable.
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Plug in encoder cable first. Then connect the main board
connecting cable and RA motor control cable.

Separate the RA board case as far as possible. Remove three
screws that hold the RA board inside the RA case. Slide the RA
board out. You may need to rotate the mount head alone the
RA axis for easy access.

Align two position sensors to the openings on the RA worm
wheel case and place the RA board case against the RA worm
wheel case. Secure four screws.

Replace the R.A. Board of a CEM60 Mount
For non‐EC version, there is no high precision encoder. It has
a PEC encoder instead, which you could not easily unplug it.

Disconnect the PEC encoder cable and replace the RA board.
Following the reverse order to put the board back into the
mount.

Upgrade the Firmware
Follow the firmware upgrade instruction to upgrade the
firmware:





Main board
RA board
DEC board
Hand Controller

Unplug the main board connecting cable.
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